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Hi, Welcome to SamInspyr Family! 

It’s our honor to see you here, contributing in making Earth better place for living. 

You know we mostly like to communicate in friendly language  rather preferring 
professional ways. 

“It’s your mirror” as mentioned the first slogan, has it different impact, sense, 
interpretation& message like life. Like the phase of life with time. 

         Think SamInspyr Campaign 

 Rs. 4000000 to those who think who deserve it& they are better than 
others. 

SamInspyr is one of the experiment& long term project for the betterment of 
Humanity which will be incomplete without your contribution& support which leads 
us to the path of Quality life. 
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          SamInspyr project aims to develop& design a quality life for present& dream 
for the future what we call “The Next Generation”. 

SamInspyr constitutes of Innovation, Change, Dream, Adventure, Capital, Fortune, 
Prosperity, Imagination& Economic development etc. 

Actually, SamInspyr is a seed of Samrat Investments.    

Think Campaign is going to work on respected fields mentioned above with your 
help. 

You are most important pillar because development& change never been a game of 
single player. 

Think SamInspyr campaign project will help to shape your ideas by supporting you 
at its best. 

You have to submit your ideas which must be innovative& cool. Think SamInspyr 
campaign will contribute in shaping your ideas to implement in real world& life. 

Maybe currently you don’t have idea to be work on, but it’s your duty to contribute 
in campaign as you can for a better life. 

 

What’s Think SamInspyr Campaign all about? 

If you are under 25& working on such project which is worth loving. 

Idea must be developed by you. 

 Idea must be innovative& cool, which impact on day to day life. 
 Rs. 4000000 prize, resources, expert team, our network& support will be 

provided. 
 Ideas must be registered& working more than 9 months. 
 Assets of company must be less than Rs. 10000000. 
 You can participate single or with team. 
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 FAQ 

What is the Think Campaign? 

Think SamInspyr campaign, an initiative to empower the ideas which impacts& 
changes billions of lives. To shape ideas into actions by providing support to those 
who think they deserve& worked for that. 

How many ideas do we select? 

It depends on idea; actually 1-5 ideas may be selected. 

Is there an application deadline? 

No, there is no deadline. You can submit any time. 

Do I need to submit extra preparation or information to apply? 

No, it’s not necessary. You can submit extra information if you want to explain your 
ideas broadly. 

What is the age limit to apply? 

Participants under 25 can apply. 

Do I need to have a company or is an idea enough? 
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It’s not necessary to have a company. 

Can I apply if I am still in the school? 

You can apply anyway either schooling or not. 

Is there any selected field compulsory to apply? 

You can apply no matters your field on which you are working, it need to be 
innovative that’s enough. 

Do I need a team to apply? 

No, it’s not compulsory. You can chose any of both single or team depending on 
your situation or project. 

What’s the selection process? 

Competition stage starts from 1st December to 25th-29th December.  

Date may changes in case need. 


